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Predator
Hey man,
Where you goin’
Say man,
I wanna do what you’re doin’

Come over here,
And see what I’m doin’
You are all you have to fear,
I’ll show you the way

Where you goin
Come over here
I wanna do what you’re doin’
You are all you have to fear

See what I’m doin’
It’s nothing you’ve seen before
I will show you the way
I will save you before it’s too late
It’s nothing you’ve seen before
Bury your head in my hands
For I will save you before it’s too late
Just breathe and let your anxieties clear
Bury your head here,
And relax man
Breathe and let your anxieties clear,
Just know this is the last voice you’ll hear.

mucus dribbles into its mouth, no teeth save
for one and
it dangles there as an oral moon̶pale friend̶
while the baby rolls round and round in black
defecation of its own creation̶Almost,
as the steel presses and bends my rib cage,
fea Almost,
concave pressure, I feel its fear.
for once. Then I lift from my chest while my
sternum cracks shattered muscles grind tendons
and ﬁbers ripple below the husk of skin
and rip silently palms indent with studded
metal stiﬀ exhale pushing this barbell
up and with a purpose heaping vacancy
until it is racked with the help of the next one
in line to reject; all of them orbiting,
screaming triumphant, animals, celestial
bones slapping the skin on my neck and perspiration
splashing into the artiﬁcial air
ﬂoats around us, and I too scream triumphant,
for in that moment̶nothing̶forget the child:
I too will be animal.

reviewed by Harrison Grinnan

Jenny Hval’s latest album explores menstruation,
mentioning vampires, romance, and capitalism along
the way. It is also an overwhelmingly great album, full
of gifts to explore, starting with her voice, at once
sensual and didactic. If there are other artists who can
sing abstract romanticism or useless algorithms
with the same floating, offhand manner I need to find
them. This album is full of ideas and moments in
time, each presented in small fragments of speech. In
a year where much of the art pop scene leaned towards
PC music, vaporwave, and other irony prone
developments, Hval is shockingly direct. Over
movie-score synths she describes dissecting her period
and feelings of loneliness, but at a distance. She
maintains a veneer of considered analysis through
much of the album, only breaking through the calm
voice occasionally, as when screaming I don’t know
who I am on Period Piece . For me, this album is
defined those moments, by the ebb and flow between
the harsh and the peaceful tracks, as when the looped
panting of In the Red fades into the beautiful
Conceptual Romance . When the chorus comes in for
the first time it feels like the sun breaking through a
cloud. The instrumentals, as always, are as fascinating
as they are gorgeous. Art is about provoking thought
or emotion, and this album succeeds on both accounts.
RIYL: Bjork, Julia Holter, Grouper
photo from jennyhval.bandcamp.com

. I know not how I came of you, and
I know not where I go with
you—but I know I came
well, and shall go well—

I go from bedside to bedside—I
sleep close with the other
sleepers, each in turn, I dream
in my dream all the dreams of
other dreamers, and I become the
other dreamers —and we are
driving in the car talking about
the past talking about others
about sex—I take a latex sleeve
unroll it atop arteries
encapsulate heaving organ within
us so blood does not roam so we
save ourselves from site debris
from world construction and
deconstruction from transmutation
human decay fluidity of memories
for now I see I walk again for
what I hadn’t seen into those
candles quivering the room
pulsating hallucinogenic
reflection atop these sheets a
mirror memory part of me—dancing
as one liquid flame I see us
irreversible primordial mix
flickering layers of shadows on
the wall waiting for the decay of
human invention re-creation
transformation when blood roams
too free—we are in a fleshy
particle accelerator and blood
cells are too large:

Whitman
Whitman

.

The Sleepers
The Sleepers

. move within self now and not

small enough further toward
electrical impulses at the ends
of our folds of mind clinging to
ourselves in the traffic of
others’ memory in the traffic of
our own streets we glance at each
couplet of eyes of them in their
cities of our cities passing our
bones by entire moving urban
creations of streets from older
towns and layers of skyline
silhouettes blanketed across the
lines of other darker buildings
of other memories and in the gyre
of DNA and below in the space
between rungs we glance into
quiet corners of others’ quiet
corners down alleys of self
darkened between genetic
nakedness—images of gone host
bodies—now me gone beneath the
nude mask of myself beneath you
where constantly shaping all
geometry—human architects—my
quantum particles as theirs—yours
are theirs as mine—we two—you me
movements of them—as them—divided
into multitudes—lost in city
grids human collections of
whispering constructs
within—memory—molecular—mutability

and in the car at a red light on
South Main I yearn—product of
memory transmutation recollection
alchemy—dreaming of roaming and
roaming in the traffic of
cityscapes of memories of the
memories of others of memories of
me and of them—of you—of the
quantum human ocean of love and
beauty.

streamline human incline
hair and soft temple meet while hand dips
toes testing the taste of lines of ocean waves
of locks
and salty
oils glide across my fingers as hand carves as shells scrape from skin to
hair and i control your roaming ocean conducting a manmade sea hiss as some
gentle mortal engine
orchestrating constructing conscious
no
who am i to direct an ocean
the push and swell of empty space between
touch electrons prevent
deconstruct and pull apart
i cannot
only to float in the space
spinning and gliding atop body’s tidal mask
some breakers rush your brow and not because of me as i am some crude
illusion of twilight
no grasp on the subtlety of gravitons s o m e
fleshy moon am i
you remain untouched by true alluring atomic realm
you remain untouched divided
divided sublunar subflesh
particles breathe
while
i
struggle
to catch their exhale
electromagnetic
repulsion.
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